pottery barn kids
NEWBURY QUEEN BED

PRE-ASSEMBLY:
- Remove all parts and hardware from the box and lay out on a clear carpeted or scratch-free work surface. (The shipping box provides an ideal work surface), this will avoid damaging any parts during assembly. Do not dispose of any contents until assembly is completed to avoid accidentally discarding small parts or hardware.
- Two people recommended for ease of assembly.
- Use the parts and hardware lists to identify and separate each of the pieces included prior to starting assembly.
- The illustrations provided allow for easier assembly when used in conjunction with the assembly instructions.
- Note: Do not fully tighten all bolts until all parts are in place. Failure to follow these instructions may cause the bolts to misalign during assembly.
- If using power tools to aid in assembly please use caution. Power tools can damage hardware or split wood.

PARTS INCLUDED: HARDWARE ENCLOSED: TOOLS REQUIRED FOR ASSEMBLY
(1) Headboard (1) (4) Long bolts (A) (1) Philips head Screwdriver (Not included)
(1) Footboard (2) (2) Metal brackets (B)
(2) Side rails (3) (30) Philips head Long screws (C)
(15) Bed slats (4) (12) Philips head Short screws (D)
(1) Center rail (5) (1) Allen key (E)
(2) Center rail leg with leveler (6)

NOTE: Side rails have (2) settings:
Use the higher setting if not using a box spring mattress and/or if a trundle will be used with the bed.
Use the lower setting if using a mattress & box spring. We recommend a box spring if you want to use a bed skirt/box spring cover or add height to the bed.

Our beds do not require a box spring at either setting since they include a slat roll foundation system, but one may be used.

ASSEMBLY:
1. Attach Siderail "3" by hooking end of Siderail into slots on headboard "1" and applying downward pressure until rail fits tight into place. Repeat procedure with other Siderail on the other side of headboard.
Now attach the other end of Siderail to the footboard "2" using the same procedure as with the headboard "1".

2. Six positions for the center support rail "5" are provided. The two center positions are for when no trundle bed is used. Match the support rail "5" to the high or low positioning of the Siderails "3". The shown optional positions are for when a trundle is used with the bed. Please place the center support bracket "B" in the holes opposite the side you desire the trundle to be used. This provides enough room for the trundle to not hit the center support legs "6".

3. Insert support legs with levelers "6" into the pre-drilled holes in the bottom of the center support rail "5". Lay the center support rail "5" into the metal brackets "B" found attached to the center of both headboard "1" and footboard "2". Adjust the levelers on the bottom of the support legs "6" so that each leg sits level. Fasten rail "5" in place by inserting a Philips head short screw "D" into each bracket.. Tighten.

4. Secure each slat "4" by fastening (1) Philips head long screws "C" through the pre-drilled holes at each end of the slats and into the Siderails.

CARE:
- Dust with a soft dry cloth
- Use furniture wax as needed
- Avoid abrasives and solvent cleaners
- Wipe up spills immediately

Thank you for your purchase.
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